Tedford Times
From the CEO:

This is where the CEO (or owner) will write a note about what
is going on at Tedford. This
note needs to be one or two
paragraphs long. It needs to be
long enough to be interesting
and useful, but not so long that
it overwhelms the reader and
becomes boring.

We will talk about the emWeather-Related
ployees and other information
that will help the readers get to Info:
know Tedford’s other locations Here we will talk about insurance as it is related to the curon a more personal level.
rent weather conditions.
Their contact information will
be included also.

Sincerly,
Kaci Eckel

Personal insurance is just an
example. We can talk about
the other lines of business also.
This will give you the opporTips and various information
tunity to discuss the different
would also be very helpful.
types of insurance Tedford offers.

Personal Insurance:

Upcoming Events:

In addition to the information,
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This will make the customers
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and potential customers feel
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like they already know the peo- 19
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ple they are or will be working 26
with. This will make them more Here you can highlight differcomfortable when talking to
ent dates and then write an
Featured Location:
explaination below of what the
The featured location section is the Tedford employees.
event is. These can be sponjust as the title suggests. One
sored football and basketball
location will be selected per
games, community events, etc.
newsletter.
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